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Jim & Ruth ware, 

Welcome  
To  

Our 
Family 

      Sean and Diana Heathcote – Full Membership 

From: Palmdale, CA     Breeds: Löwchen and Giant Schnauzer 
Ever had a litter: No      Professionally connected to dogs:  None 
AKC Titles: Yes               
Interests in dog fancy:  Conformation, performance, rescue              
Sponsors: Catharine Pronzini, Alexia Rodriguez                         
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]Meet Another Versatile Little Lion] 
 CH RATCH Roseland Voodoo at Silver Rings, 
RA, OF, AXJ, CZ8B, CL2, CL3-R, CL3-S 
   AKA-  MAGIC 
 
Magic is the first Löwchen to earn the  
Barn Hunt Championship title and the first to earn 
the Barn Hunt Crazy 8s Bronze title! 
 
Barn Hunt is a fun game.  Sometimes called hide 
and seek for dogs, where ventilated tubes that 
hold live rats or just used litter are hidden 
amongst bales of hay and the dog’s job is to find 

the tubes with the rats.  It is the handler’s job to know when the dog is signaling that he/she 
has found a rat versus a litter tube or just smelly hay.  Like most, if not all scent games (Barn 
Hunt, Scent Work, Tracking), the dog is in charge and the handler follows and interprets the 
dog’s actions.  
 
In Barn Hunt the dogs are off lead and must not only find rats but also need to go through a 
tunnel built from hay bales and climb on the bales within time limits. As you progress from 
Novice to Senior the complexity changes with the number of rats, where the rats may be 
hidden, and the complexity of the course, that is, the size of the course and the tunnel 
increases. Time allowance increases from two 
minutes at Novice to four and half minutes at the 
Master /Champion level.  At the 
Master/Championship level the game changes.  You 
no longer know how many rats you are looking for.  
There can be any number from one to five but there 
are always eight tubes on the course. You must know 
how to read your dog and you must trust your dog! 
After all he/she has the nose to smell the rats, you, 
not so much!!  
 
To earn the Champion title you need to have earned 
the Novice, Open and Senior titles each of which 
requires 3 qualifying runs. Then you need to earn the Master title requiring five qualifying 
runs and to finish the Champion title an additional 10 qualifying Master runs must be earned. 
For most teams it is not easy to earn the Champion title.  
 
I, Pat Roach, encourage you to try Barn Hunt. While not every Löwchen likes to hunt rats, my 
girl Kei-la would be an example, many do.  Magic is joined by his older “brother” Indy at Barn 
Hunt trials. Indy needs another 4 Master qualifying runs to earn his RATCH. 
Currently there are 17 Löwchen who have earned titles according to the Barn Hunt Association 
website. Barn Hunt titles are recognized by the AKC under the Title Recognition program. 
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Members, it is time to consider submitting information on your 
lions for the 2017 Versatility, Register of Merit (ROM), and Register of 
Merit Kennel (ROMK) awards.  
  
If you have a dog or kennel that qualifies for any of these, please contact 
me, Kris Fletcher, at roselandfarm@aol.com to get a submission 
form.  Forms are due by March 1, 2018 to receive a certificate for 2017. 
  
Versatility Award:  Once in a lifetime award given to a Löwchen who has 
completed three titles in three separate disciplines (Conformation, 

performance, etc.) and owned or bred by a LCA member.  The Löwchen has to have completed the third qualifying 
title in 2017.  The titles are ones that are recognized by the LCA and AKC.  They include but are not limited 
to:  Conformation, Obedience, Rally, Tracking, Barn Hunt, Dock Diving, Nose Work, TDI, etc.  If you have a 
question on the eligibility of a title, please contact me. 
  
ROM (Register of Merit):  This is a once in a lifetime award for bitches and studs owned or bred by LCA 
members.  For bitches, they need to have produced three (3) finished get.  For studs, they need to have produced 
five (5) finished get.  Conformation and performance titles count towards this award. 
  
ROMK (Register of Merit Kennel):  This is a once in a lifetime award for kennels.  The breeder has to be a LCA 
member and have produced at least ten (10) Löwchens who have achieved Conformation or performance titles.   
 
A printed certificate will be awarded during the annual banquet at the National Specialty.  Certificates that cannot 
be handed out at the banquet will be mailed to the LCA member. 
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Our smart, sweet Lőwchen, Grace (CH 
Taywil Ultimately-U-R-Grace CGC) 
walked over the Rainbow Bridge on 
Saturday, October 14, 2017 leaving 
heavy hearts with her human and 
canine family including her daughter, 
Claire, and granddaughter, Ella. She lived 
a very happy life of 15½ years.   
 
Grace was born in Greenville, Virginia of 
Belgium and French heritage and was an inquisitive 
little imp.  Yes, a true experience, when she was a puppy 
she grabbed a mouthful of toilet paper and gleefully 
raced down the hall with a trail of lengthening toilet 
paper – you just had to laugh!  
 
A confident, happy show girl, Grace attained her AKC 
Championship in Virginia winning both weekend days 
to the delight of her breeders, Herb Williams and John 
Taylor. She enjoyed traveling and showing and in later 
years won Best Veteran at the 2011 Löwchen Club of 
America Specialty in Syracuse, New York.  She also won 
Best Veteran at the 2012 Löwchen Canadian Specialty and 
the Chester Valley Kennel Club in 2015.  Grace loved all 
outings and totally enjoyed her fun classes in Agility too.  
 
After obtaining her AKC Championship, Grace and her 
new friend, Roxy, both passed the B&B Therapy Dog 
Certification Test and Grace became the second team of 
Roxy Reading Therapy Dogs (RRTD). She visited first 
grade classes weekly at Gayman Elementary School for 
12 years bringing a happy, relaxing experience to enhance 
the joy of reading for the students.  Grace also visited 
children at the Doylestown Courthouse in two areas: 
dependency hearings and through the DA office minor 
victims of violent crimes. Today RRTD has grown to over 
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70 therapy dog teams bringing comfort 
and enhancing the joy of reading to 
elementary school children in 13 
Central Bucks County schools. 
 

Grace was a wonderful mother to eight 
puppies (two liters) that have provided 

much love and happiness to seven families as 
we kept her daughter, Claire.  It was a beautiful, 

peaceful sight to see happy, healthy puppies 
playing in the yard with their mom in the warm 

sunshine. Grace enjoyed many family walks that in 
future years added her granddaughter, Ella. 
 
Grace was smart and attentive, loved her daily task of 
running to the end of 
the driveway for the 
morning paper, going 
for long walks and 
car rides.  She loved 
to greet all visitors 
and to relax on a 
sunny day in the 
backyard.  She graced 
our life with her 
confidence and love 
and her presence is 
greatly missed by us 
and our pride of little 
lions – Claire (11), 
Ella (6), Cousin 
Cassie (11) and 
happy British boy, 
Jack (8).                   Spring 2017 
                         Ken and Cecile  
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